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ABSTRACT. Introduction. Cervical complications secondary to motor
vehicle accidents (MVA) continues to be an area where patients experience long-term complications despite having received therapy. Many of
these problems relate to the delicate structures associated with the cervical
spine and the precise alignment needed. We report on the findings of a
specific cohort of patients from our larger multicenter study that presented
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specifically with MVA related complications and how these patients were
successfully treated with what is defined as Stereotactic Cervical Alignment (SCALE) methods.
Method. A total of 221 patients were seen in private chiropractic practice. Inclusion criteria included existing head, neck, and shoulder pain
caused by MVA. Patients who failed to complete treatment or study questionnaires were excluded. The equipment and techniques were consistent
with standard SCALE methods. Patients received an average of 2.76 of
treatment sessions over 11.1 weeks.
Results. Upon entry, patients had significant debilitating pain and
complications from neck injuries secondary to MVA. After application of
SCALE methods, 84% of the patients experienced complete or near complete resolution of their pain and other neck related complications. All
patients reported significant improvements in their conditions with 53%
of the patients experiencing complete recovery. Range of motion (ROM)
and other measurements of cervical spine function also improved. These
findings showed durability for the duration of the measured post-treatment period.
Conclusions. From these findings, it would appear that SCALE methods are a useful adjunct for treating specific types of neck injuries that are
secondary to MVA. Further testing of this technique is currently underway to further determine its use in treating MVA and other spinal injuries.
[Article copies available for a fee from The Haworth Document Delivery Service:
1-800-HAWORTH. E-mail address: <docdelivery@haworthpress.com> Website: <http://www.HaworthPress.com> © 2006 by The Haworth Press, Inc. All
rights reserved]
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INTRODUCTION
In 2001, there were over 6,323,000 motor vehicle accidents (MVA) in
the United States. These accidents resulted in 3,033,000 (1) individuals
being injured. Though information pertaining to specific neck injuries is
not available directly, it can be extrapolated from reports that involve
smaller cohorts of accident victims in which such information was monitored. From these numbers, it can be estimated that over 1,000,000 (2) accidents involving acceleration/deceleration of the spine (whiplash
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injury) are likely to occur. Other authors have made comment on the
growing impact that neck related injuries associated with MVA can
have on long-term patient care (3).
In recent years, progress has been made in attempting to understand
the complex effect that the physical forces experienced in a MVA have
on the cervical spine (4, 5). An effort to qualify these cases was the goal
of the whiplash-associated disorders (WAD) classification presented by
the Quebec Task Force. Additional research into the injuries of the cervical spine and their long-term complications has helped many in the medical field to have a better understanding of the pain and suffering being
experienced by these patients (6, 7).
The rapid acceleration-deceleration injuries typically seen in MVA
cases may cause misalignment of the cervical vertebra. The mechanisms
that may cause this are easy to understand when considering the complex
nature of the cervical spine. The cervical vertebral column functions as a
tension (muscle contraction/tendon force)/compression (bone/cartilage)
structure with each of the facets of the vertebra aligning with structures
both above and below. Such alignment is in multiple linear axes as well as
rotational displacement. The combination of tension forces acting in conjunction with vertebral facets and cartilage along with some degree of inertial force, create the alignment seen in the patient. However, the
extreme kinetic energies [11-15 times gravity (8)] unleashed in a MVA,
in both low- (9-11) and high-speed (12) accidents, may cause the individual vertebra to shift by overcoming the innate forces at rest in this tension/
compression structure and thereby greatly altering the cervical alignment
(13). These high G-forces (14) experienced during the accident phase
(15) may injure spinal structures (16-18), leading to strains and tears of
delicate spinal ligaments and tendons (19) along with displacement of
individual vertebra (20). Further shifting of vertebral structures is now
more likely to occur with possible impairment of tendons and ligaments
(21, 22).
Patients who experience this type of cervical spine injury are likely
to have significant sequella and long-term complications. The types of
complaints vary, though the most common are localized and radiating
neck pain, and headache (23). Other types of complications include
injury to the spinal cord and vertebrae, vertebral arteries (24), neurological impairment (25), brainstem damage (26, 27), and more (28-31).
Many of these patients do not return to their normal level of productivity (32) for many years (33) and a number of them later become
permanently disabled (34).
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Treating whiplash involves many different medical specialties. For
most patients, the initial treatment contact is in the Emergency Department. Later, additional therapies may be applied at the hands of
other specialists, such as Internal Medicine, Orthopedics, Neurology,
and others. The most common therapeutic modalities used include
NSAIDS, muscle relaxants, physical therapy, immobilization, and surgery. However, a significant number of these patients do not respond
and have long-term complications and disabilities.
Much discussion has appeared in medical text in the last three decades
concerning the use of general chiropractic care for patients in the clinical
setting (35). A review of published reports that have been catalogued on
Medline reveals numerous established trends. A number of reports involved comparison studies (36-38), carried out in various countries.
These have provided positive feedback into the use of this treatment
modality. Some of these reports have focused on the effectiveness of
chiropractic treatment in various scenarios such as low back pain (39-42),
neck pain (43), migraines (44), MVA (45), and others (46). These positive outcomes (47) along with high levels of patient satisfaction (48, 49),
have lead to this treatment option being the preferred choice by many patients (50). This, in turn, has created an increased demand for chiropractic
services (51, 52). Other reports have noted the cost effectiveness (53-55)
of using chiropractic techniques to treat a number of clinical conditions.
Elderly patients with chronic pain have benefited from this treatment modality (56).
We would like to report the findings of a specific cohort of patients
that were part of our larger study to establish the clinical efficacy of using the SCALE methods of Atlas Orthogonal chiropractic therapeutics.
This cohort involved patients who presented with neck and shoulder
pain, along with headaches and other clinical conditions that occurred
secondary to MVA.
RESULTS
A smaller cohort of patients, isolated from a larger national group,
who were involved in motor vehicle accidents, was analyzed. There
were 54 patients in this group. Reviewing a patient questionnaire that
was used to gather subjective patient information in the pre- and posttreatment periods was inclusion criteria for this group. This included
patient perceptions of pain severity and locality as well as origin and
length of time from injury to time of recovery.
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Objective information was obtained in both the pre- and post-treatment periods. This information consisted of a number of practitioner
findings, cervical ROM measurements, and X-ray readings including a
detailed calculation of spinal curvature and misalignment. The X-ray
measurements were used to make the needed SCALE measurement calculations.
After the necessary treatment goals were identified, the appropriate
SCALE techniques were applied with the standard Stereotactic Gantry
assembly. Patients then received the necessary number of treatments
over time until they completed therapy and spinal realignment was
obtained as determined by X-ray verification. After completion of
therapy, the patients’ subjective outcomes were again recorded via
questionnaire. All of the final results were sent for compilation and
calculation by a third party.
The most profound finding in this focused cohort was the severity of
pain perceived by the patient before entry. This was done by using a sliding scale of 1 to 10, with one representing pain free and 10 the highest
level of pain. The pain scale at entry averaged 7.22 with a standard deviation of 2.4. This level of pain was considered severe and debilitating to
the patient. A perception scale was generated, further delineating these
findings into Mild, Moderate, and Severe pain categories. Over half
(55%) presented with severe pain and, overall, 84.4% expressed having
moderate or severe pain.
Objective findings were consistent for patients with cervical misalignment and reporting significant neck pain. The pre- and post-scanning palpation measurements showed the same trends as seen in the general
study. In this scale, 0 is normal position of the cervical vertebrae while 3
is maximal displacement. The pre-treatment average cervical displacement was 2.8 (SD .05) and post-treatment was 0.36 (SD 0.08). These
numbers represent normal to near-normal alignment. An average of 2.76
(SD 2.11) treatments were needed to achieve the desired therapeutic response in the non-chronic patient. Additional treatments were necessary
in the chronic group or those that had more severe displacement.
A main component of the SCALE methods is a number of precise angular measurements that are obtained from the pre-treatment X-rays
taken of the head and neck region. A number of alignment reference lines
are calculated based on anatomical landmarks of the spine and head. With
these reference lines in place, careful angular measurements are taken
and then used to calculate current alignment status of the cervical vertebrae and their relationship to the cranium.
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The five main measurements taken were the Atlas Cephalic Displacement (ACD), Atlas Horizontal Rotation (AHR), Axis Spinous angle
(AxSp), Cervical Spine angle (CSz), and the Atlas Frontal Plane Line
(AFP). Each of these measurements showed marked improvement from
the pre- to post-treatment periods with one-third of all patients returning
to full normal position. These measurements were then used to calculate
the settings in the Stereotactic Gantry used to apply the SCALE treatments.
The final post-treatment measurement of patient response to therapy
was expressed in the Patient Response (PR) scale. In a follow-up questionnaire, patients were asked to rate their response to therapy and alleviation of pain on a scale of 1-10, with 1 being no response and 10 being a
complete return to normal and full relief from symptoms. In this cohort,
the average PR scale was 9.31 with a standard deviation of 0.88.
In summary, the vast majority of patients presented with significant
pain and disability. After receiving 1-4 treatments, each patient’s alignment was improved as based on objective measurements. Also, patients
reported significant improvement in their conditions and near complete
resolution of their neck pain. A small group (14%) of patients presented
as chronic types required 10 or more treatment sessions to achieve relief.
DISCUSSION
An individual cervical vertebra that is misaligned due to MVA injury
may begin a process of local soft tissue inflammation that, for many,
may become a chronic condition (57, 58). Tendons and muscles that are
stretched beyond normal limits along with regions of cartilage that are
eroded from abnormal localized compression may begin to exhibit an
inflammatory reaction. The release of inflammation mediators at the
cellular level causes destructive tissue reactions and, over time, severe
damage. Swelling, stiffness, and calcification can become significant
problems. Chronic inflammation can lead to compression of delicate
nerve tissues associated with both the spinal cord and the sympathetic
and parasympathetic nerve pathways and ganglion. Vertebral artery
blood flow may also be altered, leading to changes in brain blood flow
patterns and tissue compromise.
Current clinical treatments concentrate on two aspects of this scenario. One is palliative, treating both muscle and tendon injury with
muscle relaxants and physical therapy, and the other is attempting to alter
the inflammatory process and stop tissue destruction with NSAIDS and
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corticosteroids. In some instances this has had success while in other
instances there has been limited positive outcomes. More recent reports
have shown that direct procedures aimed at correcting the misalignment through exogenous techniques can prove beneficial to patient outcome (59).
For many patients, recovery from injuries sustained during the MVA
is long, tortuous, and fraught with complications. Clinicians may have
difficulty in identifying those patients in the Emergency Department
setting who will later be in need of additional therapy and who will not
(60). The findings reported here appear to show the effectiveness of
SCALE methods for treating patients with MVA-associated neck pain.
The main focus of this technique is to directly restore any misalignment
that has occurred during the initial accident injury phase and thereby
halting the inflammatory response. With chronic inflammation halted,
secondary injury may be averted and long-term sequela ameliorated.
CONCLUSION
This report of the early findings of the SCALE techniques of the Atlas
Orthogonal Chiropractic specialists in treating neck injury has shown
promise. Patients presenting with head, neck, and shoulder pain secondary to MVA achieved significant relief when treated over a short period
of time. These same patients showed marked improvement in their symptoms and, some of them had complete resolution of their pain. Additional
studies are needed to further add weight to this treatment modality as a
possible method in relieving long-term sequela secondary to MVA.
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